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Part 4:
Pavement Marking

Retroreflectivity Equipment
(25–30 minutes)
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Pavement Marking Retroreflectivity
Equipment Outline

• Portable Retroreflectometers
• Calibration
• Operation
• Requirements
• Data Output

• Mobile
Retroreflectometers
• Calibration
• Operation
• Requirements
• Data Output

Some of these topics are covered in more detail in other parts of the guidance
presentation.

The specification requirements are covered in more detail in Part 2.

The data output is briefly described in this part of the presentation and is described in
more detail in Part 5 when discussing the analysis of the data.

Portable retroreflectometers are often called handheld retroreflectometers.
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Portable Retroreflectometers
• Simple to use, accurate data
• Must be placed directly on the marking
• Limited amount of data can be collected

Portable retroreflectometers are simple to calibrate and operate. It does not take much
training to operate them properly.

Portable retroreflectometers must be placed directly on the marking and left there for a
few seconds while a measurement is taken. They do need to be placed on a flat surface, if
the instrument is not level or is wobbly, the accuracy of the data may not be good.

Having to place the retroreflectometer directly on the marking results in a slow process
that exposes the user to traffic. The slow process means a good data collection plan must
be used to get a representative sample of the marking. Item 666 Section 4.5.2., Portable
Retroreflectometer Requirements, describes the quantity of data to be collected. It will be
discussed in a few slides.
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Portable Retroreflectometer
Calibration

• Calibration should be performed regularly
• A calibration block is placed on the
retroreflectometer

• A calibration reading is taken
• The retroreflectometer is ready to use

A full calibration or a check of the calibration should take place daily. A full calibration goes
through the full calibration process. A calibration check just evaluates the calibration block
to make sure it is reading the correct value.

The calibration block is placed on the retroreflectometer, and the calibration block value is
entered into the retroreflectometer.

The calibration readings are taken and the unit is then ready to use.

Calibration should follow the manufacturer’s recommended process.

Calibration blocks need to be taken care of so they do not get dirty. A dirty calibration block
will affect the accuracy of the calibration and thus the accuracy of the readings.
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Portable Retroreflectometer
Operation

• Make sure measurement window is clean
• Calibrate or check calibration
• Place retroreflectometer on marking

• Should sit level
• Should be on a representative location
• Should not be placed too close to the start or end of a line
• Should be centered on the marking across its width

• Press button to take reading
• Wait until measurement is complete
• Move to next location

These steps outline the general process for conducting portable retroreflectivity
measurements of pavement markings. The operator needs to make sure the unit’s GPS is
activated and properly working prior to taking readings.

It is important that the retroreflectometer is placed so that the measurement area is
completely over the pavement marking. Keep in mind that most portable
retroreflectometers read an area about 2 inches wide and about 8 inches long, at a location
out in front of the retroreflectometer. Generally, the retroreflectometer should be centered
across the marking width, and placed at least a foot away from any end of a marking. This
location needs to be representative of the marking as a whole (i.e., do not place on a spot
covered with dirt when the rest of the marking is clean). The retroreflectometer should sit
relatively level and not rock back and forth or side to side. Once the retroreflectometer is in
position a measurement takes only a second or two. Measurements need to be taken in
the direction that the markings will be observed by drivers.

If different line types are being evaluated, then different file names should be set up in the
equipment to separate the readings so that there is no confusion as to which lines or
direction of travel the readings belong to.

Rumble stripe markings and profile markings are difficult to evaluate with a portable
retroreflectometer. Additional readings are required to get an accurate average value. The
equipment needs to be modified or held in a level position while taking the readings so
that the geometry of the measurement is correct. The portable retroreflectometer should
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not sit in the bottom of the depressions; it should be positioned so that it lays flat across the
top of the marking.
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Portable Retroreflectometer
Specification Requirements

• Measurements using a portable
retroreflectometer are an option for contracts
totaling between 20,000 and 50,000 ft. of
pavement markings.

• Markings must be evaluated after 3 days but
not later than 10 days after application.

• Retroreflectivity requirements are the same as
for mobile measurements (250—white,
175—yellow)

Additional and more detailed information is provided in Part 2 of the guidance
presentation, Pavement Marking Specifications Concerning Mobile Retroreflectivity.
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Portable Retroreflectometer
Specification Requirements

• Item 666 Section 4.5.2. Portable Retroreflectometer
Requirements (summary)
• Provide portable measurement averages for every 1.0
mile.

• Take a minimum of 20 measurements for each 1 mi.
section of roadway for each series of markings (e.g.,
edgeline, center skip line, each line of a double line) and
direction of traffic flow.

• Measure each line in both directions for centerlines on
two way roadways.

• The spacing between each measurement must be at
least 100 ft.

Additional and more detailed information is provided in Part 2 of the guidance
presentation, Pavement Marking Specifications Concerning Mobile Retroreflectivity.

Each individual marking should have a separate set of data collected at the required
intervals. For large data sets, the equipment can be programed with file names for each
line type to aid in data organization. Switching between line types on a portable
retroreflectometer only takes a few button pushes and will greatly aid in processing the
data later on.
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Portable Retroreflectometer
Data Output

• Can be printed or downloaded
• Downloaded data are in spreadsheet format
• GPS coordinates provided with each reading
• Individual readings provided
• Running average provided, can be set to
average any number of readings

• Important to not mix line types unless
different file names are used

Large data sets should be downloaded electronically. The data can easily be averaged and
submitted from the electronic download files.

The data output contains the GPS information, individual and average retroreflectivity
readings, and line type, and can contain other user entered information.
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Mobile Retroreflectometers
• More complicated to use, accuracy can vary
• Data can be collected from a vehicle traveling
at highway speeds

• Large amounts of
data can be collected

• Safer than portable

Mobile retroreflectometers are more complicated to set up, calibrate, and operate than
portable retroreflectometers. Each of these factors can lead to variations in the collected
retroreflectivity data. It takes training and experience to properly operate a mobile
retroreflectometer. The newer style mobile retroreflectometers are more accurate and
easier to operate than the older style.

Mobile retroreflectometers are mounted on the side of a vehicle and collect data while
traveling at highway speeds. The retroreflectometers can be mounted on fixed mounting
hardware or by using vacuum mounts that allow for portability of the unit to multiple
vehicles.

The mobile nature of the data collection does not expose the users to traffic other than
driving in the traffic. Large amounts of data can be collected; typically the entire length of
each marking of each project is evaluated.
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Mobile Retroreflectometer
Calibration

• Calibration should be performed regularly
• A calibration block or calibration marking
panel is placed on or in front of the
retroreflectometer

• A calibration reading is taken
• The calibration value is verified
• The retroreflectometer is ready to use

A full calibration or a check of the calibration should take place every 4 hours or so,
typically at startup and midday. A full calibration goes through the full calibration process. A
calibration check just evaluates the calibration block to make sure it is reading the correct
value.

The calibration block or pavement marking sample is placed on or in front of the
retroreflectometer, and the calibration value is entered into the retroreflectometer. The
calibration process is started in the software, and once complete, the unit is calibrated.

Older style mobile retroreflectometers require comparison to a short stretch of marking
evaluated with a portable retroreflectometer to ensure accurate calibration. This short
stretch of marking must be evaluated with a portable retroreflectometer and then
evaluated with the mobile retroreflectometer at speed. If the mobile and portable readings
compare well with each other, then the system is accurately calibrated. The newer style
mobile retroreflectometers can be accurately calibrated and have their calibration checked
by simply evaluating the calibration blocks.

After calibration, the mobile retroreflectometer will be ready for use.
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Mobile Retroreflectometer
Operation

• Mount retroreflectometer on vehicle
• Make sure measurement window is clean
• This should be monitored frequently during data collection

• Check software settings
• Calibrate or check calibration
• Create file name
• Evaluate the marking for the length of the project
• Separate files need to be created for separate markings
and directions of travel

• Monitor software during data collection
• Download data

The operation of the mobile retroreflectometer is more complicated than the portable
retroreflectometer.

To achieve an accurate calibration with any mobile retroreflectometer, the
retroreflectometer needs to be properly mounted to the vehicle to achieve the proper
measurement geometry. The retroreflectometer should sit level to the roadway and be
mounted at the proper height from the ground. The position of the retroreflectometer
should be monitored to ensure the correct height is maintained as data collection
progresses.

Mobile retroreflectometers have to constantly be monitored to make sure the front
window does not get dirty. The front window of the retroreflectometer should be cleaned
often. There are software settings that need to be monitored constantly during the data
collection to achieve the most accurate measurements. These settings differ by mobile
retroreflectometer manufacturer. Driver position on the road needs to be monitored so
that the marking remains within the measurement area of the retroreflectometer. If the
driver goes too far one way or the other, the marking will go outside the measurement
width and the marking will not be read.

Evaluating low retroreflectivity markings is often difficult because the difference between
the marking and the road surface may not be enough for the system to easily distinguish
the marking. RRPMs need to be monitored so that they are not included in the pavement
marking data. The software should filter out the RRPMs. Outside influences such as glare
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from the sun may limit when data collection can occur. A high level of glare will negatively
impact the readings.

Rumble stripe markings and profile markings are easier to evaluate with mobile
retroreflectometers since the retroreflectometer is not in contact with the marking.
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Mobile Retroreflectometer
Specification Requirements

• Measurements using a mobile retroreflectometer are required for
contracts totaling more than 50,000 ft. of pavement markings. For
contracts between 20,000 and 50,000 ft. portable or mobile
retroreflectometers can be used.

• Mobile retroreflectometers and operators must be certified by the
Texas A&M Transportation Institute Mobile Retroreflectometer
Certification Program.

• Markings must be evaluated after 3 days but not later than 10 days
after application.

• Retroreflectivity requirements are the same as for portable
measurements (250—white, 175—yellow).

• Must coordinate with and obtain authorization from the Engineer
before starting any retroreflectivity data collection.

Additional and more detailed information is provided in Part 2 of the guidance
presentation, Pavement Marking Specifications Concerning Mobile Retroreflectivity, Item
666: Section 4.5.1. Mobile Retroreflectometer Measurements
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Mobile Retroreflectometer
Specification Requirements

• Provide mobile measurements averages for every 0.1
miles unless otherwise specified or approved

• Take measurements on each section of roadway for
each series of markings

• Measure each line in both directions for centerlines on
two way roadways

• Furnish measurements in compliance with Special
Specification, “Mobile Retroreflectivity Data Collection
for Pavement Markings”

• Provider must inform the Engineer and TTI at least 24
hr. before taking measurements for each job

Additional and more detailed information is provided in Part 2 of the guidance
presentation, Pavement Marking Specifications Concerning Mobile Retroreflectivity, Item
666: Section 4.5.1. Mobile Retroreflectometer Measurements
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Mobile Retroreflectometer
Specification Requirements

• Special Specification 6291
• Section 3.3. Data File
• Section 3.4. Map
• Section 3.5. Video

• Providers are required to submit all three sets
of information

• Not all districts require providers to submit all
three data sets.

The special specification identifies each of the items that should be provided on the
summary data file, map, and video.

Providers format their information in different ways. There is not a standard format that
providers must follow. The files should contain the information listed unless not required by
the district.

Some districts have not required the providers to submit the video files because they do
not use them for evaluation purposes. It is a good idea to require the providers to collect
the video, even if it is not submitted, in case any issues arise. The video serves as a log of
the data collected and can be used to resolve issues in some cases.

These specification requirements are described in more detail in Part 2 of the guidance
presentation.
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Mobile Retroreflectometer
Data Output

• The newer model mobile retroreflectometers
automatically output data files, video files, and
map files that are linked by file name.

• Older systems require the user to process
information to generate the map files, and the
video files are often of lower quality.

• The data output from the retroreflectometers has
the information needed to meet the TxDOT
specifications; some modifications and formatting
are required.

The districts need to make sure the providers are collecting and submitting the data in the
way that they want before the project starts. The providers are required to submit data
examples. If the submitted data do not meet the district needs, the output can be adjusted.
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Example Retroreflectometer Data File
Filename 79 yellow eb_2018 06 11_14_01_26.csv
Record Description Default_Route
Hardware ID Laserlux G7
Firmware Version 1.012_(Koufax)_1113_2021
Units English
Timezone Offset 5
Cal Factor 0.053917
Cal Standard Value 189
Cal IR Standard Value 28
Calibration Date and Time 2018 06 11_13:54:23
Stripe Colortype Yellow
Minimum Good Value 175
MinimumMarginal Value 175
Minimum Valid Value 55
Road Condition Label and Type 0 control_area on off
Road Condition Label and Type 1 debris on off
Road Condition Label and Type 2 sun_glare on off
Road Condition Label and Type 3 asphalt_tracking on off
Road Condition Label and Type 4 crack_seal on off
Road Condition Label and Type 5 intersection on off
Road Condition Label and Type 6 bridge on off
Road Condition Label and Type 7 wet on off
Road Condition Label and Type 8 dirty on off
Road Condition Label and Type 9 work_zone on off

Record # Odometer Date Time Latitude Longitude Vehicle Speed Temperature Humdity Valid_Scans_Left Retro_Left_Maximum Retro_Left_Minimum Retro_Left_Average Retro_Left_Stripewidth Retro_Left_Contrast RPMS_Found_Left StripeType Road_Conditions
0 0 6/11/2018 14:01:26 30.90902 96.606827 54 95.58 34.00% Single_Solid
2 0.1 6/11/2018 14:01:33 30.91014 96.605667 58 95.59 33.60% 2135 314.1 68.3 158.3 2.9 0.91 0 Single_Solid
4 0.2 6/11/2018 14:01:39 30.91119 96.604546 60 95.79 34.10% 2278 273.8 111.3 177.7 3.7 0.92 0 Single_Solid
6 0.3 6/11/2018 14:01:45 30.91223 96.603401 58 95.94 34.20% 1762 4615.1 67 191.4 3.7 0.92 24 Single_Solid
8 0.3 6/11/2018 14:01:46 30.91237 96.603249 58 95.95 34.30% 172 166.6 61.9 107.7 2.6 0.93 1 Single_Solid
10 0.3 6/11/2018 14:01:49 30.91301 96.602547 58 95.99 34.50% 810 246.1 60.3 134.1 3.1 0.9 10 Double_Solid
12 0.4 6/11/2018 14:01:51 30.91329 96.602249 58 96.02 34.50% 536 6027.8 82.1 212.3 4.1 0.92 2 Skip_Right
14 0.4 6/11/2018 14:01:57 30.91425 96.601219 58 96.14 34.00% 1275 283.3 65.8 150 3.2 0.91 5 Skip_Right
16 0.5 6/11/2018 14:01:57 30.91436 96.601105 58 96.18 34.00% 35 202.1 82.1 128 3 0.92 1 Single_Skip
18 0.6 6/11/2018 14:02:03 30.91542 96.59996 57 96.28 34.40% 519 330.1 70.3 121.2 3.1 0.92 6 Single_Skip
20 0.7 6/11/2018 14:02:10 30.9165 96.598801 57 96.35 34.40% 553 188.6 72.5 121.3 3.1 0.94 8 Single_Skip
22 0.8 6/11/2018 14:02:16 30.91761 96.597717 57 96.5 33.40% 507 181.3 64.7 118.7 3.3 0.93 7 Single_Skip
24 0.9 6/11/2018 14:02:22 30.91888 96.596909 59 96.6 33.50% 601 211.5 64.2 127.8 3.4 0.93 7 Single_Skip
26 1 6/11/2018 14:02:28 30.92021 96.59623 61 96.64 33.60% 523 227.5 65.7 125.2 3.6 0.95 7 Single_Skip

This is the direct Excel output from a mobile retroreflectometer. There will be additional
columns to the right if the marking being evaluated is a double yellow centerline marking.

The output will be described in more detail on the next slide.
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Example Retroreflectometer Data File

Record # Odometer Date Time Latitude Longitude Vehicle Speed Temperature Humidity

Valid_Scans_L
eft

Retro_Left_Ma
ximum

Retro_Left_Mi
nimum

Retro_Left_Av
erage

Retro_Left_Stri
pewidth

Retro_Left_Co
ntrast

RPMS_Found_
Left StripeType Road_Conditio

ns

Driven distance 
(M) Timestamp Logmark RL Left RL Center Left Width Left (inch) Daylight contrast 

Left No of Roadstuds

Latitude (deg) N/S Indicator Longitude (deg) E/W Indicator Altitude (ft) Speed (mph) Course (deg)

• RoadVista Mobile Retroreflectometer

• Delta Mobile Retroreflectometer

The column header information presented represents some of what will be output. Each
row of data will be the data collected over a segment length, typically 0.1 miles.

Both units output information on the time, number of measurements, distance, and GPS.
There are some differences between the different types of retroreflectometers and what is
directly output. The RoadVista unit provides the number of scans, maximum and minimum
values for each section of data, and average value.

For the Delta unit, the RL Left and RL Center Left are data from the same marking, either
the left of a double marking or from a single marking. The RL Left is the average across the
width of the marking. The RL Center Left is the average across the central 2 inches of the
marking. This value may better reflect the readings taken with a portable
retroreflectometer. Large differences between these values indicate poor bead distribution
across the marking. RL Right and RL Center Right are on the same marking but will be the
right marking of a double marking or from a single marking.
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Example Summary Data File
Series nam276 SH 6 DATE 01/17/2018
Direction SB DISTRICT Waco
Side WE COUNTY McLennan
Length (M 0 ROUTE # SH 6
Driven Len 8.8 DIRECTION SB
ReferenceNH 2017 (876) LINE TYPE WE
Comment County Mc Lennan LINE COLOR Wht
User nameFEC MATERIAL Thermo
Comment
Maximum 486 NUMBER OF READING 89
Minimum 231 INTERVAL PASSING 88
Standard D 49.72 443 INTERVALS FAILING 1
Average 373.2 430 PASSING% 99%

6.49 FAILING% 1%
436.92 TOTAL AVGOF LINE 373.20

SINGLE AVG 373.20

Driven dis TimestampLogmark RL Left RL Center Width LeftDaylight coNo of RoadLatitude (dN/S IndicaLongitude E/W IndicaDatum Fix descripNo of Sats Altitude (FSpeed (mph)
0 1/17/2018 429 442 5.14228 2.615571 0 31.55755 N 97.0978 W w84? Standard G 10 375.974 40.27471 1

0.1 1/17/2018 437 449 5.275897 2.484238 0 31.55641 N 97.0967 W w84? Standard G 10 374.3255 45.42676 1
0.2 1/17/2018 391 399 5.325254 2.40129 0 31.55536 N 97.0955 W w84? Standard G 9 375.6172 44.46297 1
0.3 1/17/2018 338 369 8.451391 2.653986 0 31.55452 N 97.0942 W w84? Standard G 10 380.177 44.57047 1
0.4 1/17/2018 358 368 5.058726 2.294161 0 31.5539 N 97.0926 W w84? Standard G 10 395.2233 41.7619 1
0.5 1/17/2018 257 260 4.818612 2.270113 0 31.55338 N 97.0911 W w84? Standard G 10 408.4446 42.01134 1
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The summary file, as described in detail in Part 2, should contain the retroreflectivity data
and a graph of the data to show how the data change over the length of the marking. Other
information as required by Special Specification 6291 needs to be included in the summary
file. The providers should include the raw data with the summary file. The raw data are
useful if there are issues with data quality or other issues that may be resolved by looking
at the original data file.

In this summary file, the project information is in the upper right corner. The
retroreflectivity for each 0.1 mile segment is at the bottom and plotted in the graph. The
retroreflectivity values are highlighted green because they exceed the 250 minimum
retroreflectivity requirement.
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Example Map File

This example map file is from a white edge line marking. Each 0.1 mile segment on the
chart is color coded green because the average value in each section exceeded 250.
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Example Map File

This example map file is from one direction of a yellow centerline marking. Most of the 0.1
mile segments on the chart are color coded red because the average value in those
sections was below 175. The areas color coded green exceeded 175.
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Example Map File

This is a different style of map file for a double yellow centerline. The green value was set
at 250 or greater, and yellow was set at 175 to 249, meaning everything above 250 would
be green, 175–249 would be yellow, and <175 would be red. This yellow marking section
had some failing and passing areas.

This instrument plots the left and right retro values for doubles lines on the same map (see
the dividing line in the circles. The other retroreflectometers plot them in separate map
files. This instrument also uses circles at the midpoint of the test segments instead of a
continuous line between test segments.
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Example Video File

The video quality of these videos can be increased on the newer systems. They can take up
a lot of space, so a balance between quality and video size needs to be made.

The videos in this presentation have had the quality reduced some to reduce the size of the
presentation.

The various information boxes present the data associated with the data collection. The
types of information provided in the boxes is not adjustable. Information provided on the
video includes: Retro value, width, contrast value, count of RRPMs, file name,
measurement direction, side of measurement, reference number, date, operator, total
section length, segment length, time, and distance driven.

This video is from an evaluation of the yellow edge line.

A link to download or view the video is provided under the video image.
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Example Video File

This video is from a different retroreflectometer manufacturer. There is not as much
descriptive information.

Date, time, file name, GPS location, chainage data, and retro values are provided in the text
at the top.

This video is from an evaluation of the yellow edge line.

A link to download or view the video is provided under the video image.
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Example Video File

This video is from the older style mobile retroreflectometer system and shows data
collection at the certification test area.

The video shows file description; GPS location; chainage data; speed; operating
temperature; RRPM cutoff level; retro values with max, min, average, and counts; date; and
time.

A link to download or view the video is provided under the video image.
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Summary
• Portable Retroreflectometers
• Calibration
• Operation
• Requirements
• Data Output

• Mobile Retroreflectometers
• Calibration
• Operation
• Requirements
• Data Output

This part of the guidance presentation covered the calibration, operation, specification
requirements, and example data output from both portable and mobile
retroreflectometers.

The providers need to know how to properly operate and maintain their equipment. The
providers need to know what the specification requirements are, and TxDOT needs to make
sure the providers are submitting data that meet its requirements. If providers have issues
with equipment or issues with meeting specification requirements, they can contact TTI or
the instrument manufacturer. If TxDOT wants additional information or a demonstration of
the equipment, they can contact TTI who can arrange a demo.

This concludes the discussion of the pavement marking retroreflectivity equipment.
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